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FOREWORD 
An exploratory experimental  and theoretical  investigation of gaseous nuclear 
rocket technology is  being conducted by the United Aircraft Research Laboratories 
under Contract NASw-847 wi th  the  jo in t  AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office. 
The Technical Supervisor of  the Contract for NASA i s  Captain C.  E. Franklin (USAF). 
Results of portions of the investigation conducted during the period between 
September 15, 1967 and September 15, 1968 are  descr ibed in  the fol lowing f ive 
repor t s  ( inc luding  the  present  repor t )  which comprise the required eighth Interim 
Summary Technical Report under the Contract: 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  
Kendall, J. S., W. C .  Roman, and P. G. Vogt : I n i t i a l  Radio-Frequency Gas 
Heating Experiments t o  Simulate the Thermal Environment i n  a Nuclear Light 
Bulb Reactor.  United  Aircraf%  Research  Laboratories  Report G-91009L17, 
September 1968, 
Mensing, A .  E.  and L. R. Boedeker: Theoret ical  Invest igat ion of R-F Induction 
Heated  Plasmas.  United  Aircraft  Research  Laboratories  Report G-910091-18, 
September 1968. (present report  ) 
Krascella,  N.  L. :  Theoret ical  Invest igat ion of the Composition  and  Line 
Emission Characteristics of Argon-Tungsten  and Argon-Uranium Plasmas. United 
Aircraft Research Laboratories Report 6910092-10, September 1968. 
Marteney, P. J., A .  E. Mensing, and N. L. Krascella:  Experimental  Investigation 
of the Spectral  Emission Characterist ics of Argon-Tungsten and Argon,Uranium 
Induction Heated Plasmas. United Aircrart Research Laboratories Report 
G-910092-11, September 1968. 
Latham, T. S. : Nuclear Studies of the Nuclear Light EUlb Rocket Engine. 
United Aircraft Research Laboratories Report G-910375-3, September 1968. 
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Theoret ical  Invest igat ions of R-F Induction Heated Plasmas 
SUMMARY 
Theoretical  analyses were made t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  power deposition and energy 
removal in radio-frequency induction heated plasmas. These invest igat ions were 
directed toward the  high-power, high-pressure, radiating r-f plasmas that are being 
used t o  simulate the thermal environment of the  nuc lear  l igh t  bu lb  reac tor .  
Two r e l a t ed  inves t iga t ions  a re  desc r ibed  in  th i s  r epor t .  In  one, t he  power 
deposit ion and energy  d iss ipa t ion  charac te r i s t ics  of in f in i te -cy l inder  r - f  hea ted  
argon plasmas a t  pressures of 1 .0  and 10 atm were studied. It was assumed t h a t  t h e  
thermal and electrical  conductivit ies varied with temperature,  that  the gas radiation 
per unit volume varied with both temperature and pressure, and that the plasma was 
o p t i c a l l y  t h i n .  The electromagnetic field equations,  energy equation, and heat con- 
duction equation were integrated numerical ly  s tar t ing with specif ied values  of tem- 
perature and a x i a l  magnetic f i e l d  at the center l ine.  General ized curves sui table  
for  design and ana lys i s  of experiments were constructed.  These curves show the 
relat ionships  between the  rad ius  of the plasma, the  ax ia l  magnet ic  f ie ld  ex terna l  
t o  t h e  plasma, the power rad ia ted ,  and  the  rad ia t ion  e f f ic iency  ( the  power radiated 
divided by the sum of the power radiated and t he  power conducted away from the 
plasma). The r e s u l t s  a l s o  show the  importance of gas  rad ia t ion  on the character-  
i s t i c s  of the plasmas. 
In  the  second investigation, the coupling between the plasma discharge and the 
r-f  generator was studied using an infinite-cylinder,  constant-conductivity model. 
Analyses performed by other investigators were combined and extended t o  develop an 
ana lys i s  more usefu l  in  the  nuc lear  l igh t  bu lb  reac tor  s imula t ion  program. The 
analysis was used t o  i nves t iga t e  the  e f f ec t s  of discharge power, react ive power, 
and discharge size on the  sur face  rad ia t ion  hea t  flux and t o  examine the  e f f ec t  o f  
r - f  f requency  sh i f t s  on matching. In addition, an  expression ms derived from  which 
the magnetic pressure at the center  of an r-f discharge can be calculated. 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. In  ana lyses  of power deposition and energy removal i n  r-f induction heated 
plasmas, it i s  important t o  include plasma radiation as an energy l o s s  mechanism a t  
plasma pressures of about 1 .O a t m  and above. For example , f o r  a 1.0-atm argon plasma 
with a centerline temperature of 10,000 deg K and a center l ine  ax ia l  magnet ic  f ie ld  
of 5.0 amp-turns/cm, the  ca lcu la ted  power deposi t ion per  uni t  length of  the plasma 
i s  0.153 kw/cm  when r ad ia t ion  i s  neglected; the calculated power deposit ion i s  3.27 
lw/cm when r ad ia t ion  i s  included, even though the power radiated i s  only 1.14 kw/Cm. 
This  la rge  d i f fe rence  in  power deposit ion i s  due t o  g r o s s l y  d i f f e r e n t  radial d i s t r i b u -  
t i o n s  of temperature which cause large differences in the thermal and e l e c t r i c a l  
conduct ivi t ies .  
2.   In  r-f   induction  heated  plasmas,  radiation  causes  the  peak  temperature  to 
occur in  an annulus  around the center l ine rather  than on the  center l ine  as i n  d-c 
plasmas . 
3. The ana lys i s  deve loped  in  th i s  repor t  may be  used to  cons t ruc t  genera l ized  
p lo ts  descr ib ing  r - f  p lasmas .  I f  the  type  of gas, the pressure and the r-f frequency 
are specified,  then the following four parameters of i n t e r e s t  for simulation of the 
nuclear  l ight  bulb reactor  can be used t o  form these  p lo t s :  (1) the power radiated,  
(2)  the radius  of the plasma, ( 3 )  the energy loss by conduction, and (4 )  t h e  a x i a l  
magnetic f i e ld  ex te rna l  t o  the  p l a sma .  I f  t he  r ad ius  of t he  plasma i s  determined by 
f l u i d  dynamics considerat ions,  then specif icat ion of any one of the three remaining 
parameters determines the other two. 
4. For a uniform e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty  d ischarge ,  the  t ransfer  of power from 
the magnet ic  f ie ld  to  the discharge can be character ized by a dimensionless coupling 
coeff ic ient  def ined as t h e  r a t i o  of t he  to t a l  d i scha rge  power t o  t h e  r e a c t i v e  power 
in  the  r - f  i nduc t ion  co i l .  (The r eac t ive  power i s  approximately one-half the product 
of coi l  vol tage and coi l  current ;  the maximum voltage and current determine the limits 
of resonator performance.) When the radius  of the discharge approaches the radius 
of the coi l ,  the  coupl ing coeff ic ient  approaches uni ty .  When the radius  of the d is -  
charge becomes small compared with the radius  of t he  co i l ,  s ign i f i can t  i nc reases  in  
r eac t ive  power are  required f o r  a given discharge power. 
5. An i n c r e a s e  i n  e i t h e r  t h e  discharge-diameter-to-skin-depth r a t i o  or the  
discharge-to-coi l  radius  ra t io  increases  the effect ive coi l  res is tance and decreases  
the effect ive coi l  inductance.  For  discharge-to-coi l  radius  ra t ios  less  than about  
0.35, frequency shifts (from the unloaded resonant frequency) of less  than  about  
ten t imes the unloaded resonator bandwidth are  required to  provide proper  impedance 
matching, i .e. ,  reactance equal to zero.  These f r equency  sh i f t s  a r e  usua l ly  l e s s  
than 2 percent of the resonant frequency. 
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6. Neglecting momentum changes that might  occur i n  t h e  plasma,  time-averaged 
magnetic pressure gradients in an r-f plasma cause an increase  in  pressure  at t h e  
center  of t h e  plasma. This pressure increase has a l imit ing value of Bo2/4pO, where 
Bo i s  the peak magnet ic  f ie ld  s t rength outs ide the discharge and po i s  the magnetic 
permeability. For a 1.0-cm-dia inductively heated plasma having a discharge-diameter- 
to-skin-depth rat io  of 3.5 within an 8-cm-dia co i l ,  the  pressure  increase  a t  the  
plasma center l ine  was 0.018 a t m  when 600 kw of power were depos i t ed   i n   t he  plasma. 
3 
INTRODUCTION 
An experimental  and theoret ical  invest igat ion of gaseous nuclear rocket tech- 
nology i s  being conducted by United Aircraft Research Laboratories under Contract 
NASw-847 administered by the joint  AEC-NASA Space Nuclear Propulsion Office. The 
research performed under this contract  i s  pr imar i ly  appl icable  to  the  vor tex-  
s tab i l ized  nuc lear  l igh t  bu lb  rocke t  concept  descr ibed  in  Ref .  1. I n  t h i s  concept, 
hydrogen propellant seeded with a small amount of tungsten i s  heated by therm1 
radiat ion passing through an internal ly  cooled t ransparent  w a l l  located between the 
gaseous uranium f u e l  and the propellant.  A buffer  gas  i s  i n j e c t e d  t a n g e n t  t o  t h e  
inner surface of the t ransparent  w a l l  t o   e s t a b l i s h  a vortex flow which i s  u t i l i z e d  
to  i so la te  the  gaseous  nuc lear  fue l  from the  t ransparent  wall. 
Non-nuclear laboratory s imulat ion of the flow and radiant heat transfer charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of a nuclear l ight bulb engine can be accomplished using an electrical  
discharge t o  add energy to  the  cent ra l  s imula ted- fue l  reg ion  of the vortex.  A high- 
power radio-frequency induction heater has been selected for this purpose.  Using 
the  U4RL 1.2-megw r-f induct ion heater ,  effor ts  are  being made t o  i n c r e a s e  t h e  power 
deposi ted in  the discharge and, through use of high pressures and seed materials, t o  
increase the power rad ia ted  from the discharge.  The cu r ren t  s t a tus  of t h i s  work i s  
discussed in Ref.  2. 
R-F induct ion heaters  have been used f o r  many yea r s  t o  c rea t e  and heat plasmas. 
However, c e r t a i n  of t he  phenomena involved which a r e  of importance t o  t h e  n u c l e a r  
l igh t  bu lb  research  program are not fully understood. Accordingly, it is  the pur- 
pose of the present study t o  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  d e s c r i b e  and inves t iga te  three  aspec ts  of 
plasma induction heating: (1) t h e  power addition and energy dissipation occurring 
i n  t h e  plasma, (2)  the coupl ing coeff ic ient  and ref lected impedance of a constant-  
conductivity plasma, and (3 )  the  magnetic pressure created by the interaction of the  
r - f  f i e l d  and the plasma. 
Equipment for adding energy t o  a plasma by r-f induction heating usually has 
th ree  main  components: t he  power supply; the r-f power amplifier;  and the resonator,  
which cons is t s  of a capacitor section and an induction coil  surrounding the plasma. 
There i s  of ten  s t rong  in te rac t ion  between t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of the  power ampl i f ie r  
and the resonator. In general, the performance of a resonator  in  adding power t o  a 
plasma i s  dependent upon the  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the  power amplif ier .  However, i n  
the present report ,  only the interaction between the resonator (or the electromag- 
n e t i c  f i e l d s  it produces) and the plasma i s  considered. Additional analyses are 
required to solve the complete interaction problem among the  var ious  components. 
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COMBINED ELECTROMAGNETIC AND THERMAL  AIKGYSIS  OF R-F GAS DISCHARGES 
Background of Problem 
It has been shown exper imenta l ly   tha t  high-power and high-power-density plasmas 
can be created by means of radio-frequency induction heating (Refs. 2 and 3) .  However, 
a suf f ic ien t ly  genera l  theore t ica l  ana lys i s  to  de te rmine  the  induced  e lec t romagnet ic  
fields,  conduction and radiation heat f luxes,  and temperatures within the plasma has 
not been developed. A comprehensive ana lys i s  of t he  phenomena of  r - f  p lasm hea t ing  
i s  desirable  for  guiding experiments  descr ibed in  Ref. 2 and for  obtaining a b e t t e r  
understanding of the heating process. Because of the large variation wi th  tempera- 
t u r e  of t he  e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty  of a plasma, the  c lass ica l  so lu t ions  for  induc-  
t i on   hea t ing  of constant-electr ical-conduct ivi ty  metal work pieces  (e .g .  , Ref. 4 )  
are not applicable for determining the details  of plasma heating although, as shown 
i n  a l a t e r  s e c t i o n  of t h i s  r e p o r t ,  a cons tan t  equiva len t  e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty  can  
be used to  descr ibe  the  coupl ing  between the  r-f generator and the plasma. 
In  the  present  ana lys i s ,  the  re la t ionship  between temperature and electrical 
conduct ivi ty  must be known t o  enable the temperature distribution within the plasma 
t o  be calculated. Since the temperature i s  dependent upon the  hea t  f lux  wi th in  the  
plasma, the heat  t ransfer  equat ions must be coupled with the electromagnetic equa- 
t i o n s  which descr ibe the power deposit ion.  In Refs.  5 and 6, the conduction heat 
f lux  equat ion  was solved simultaneously with the electromagnetic field equations and 
closed-form solutions were obtained. However, energy  los t  by r ad ia t ion  from the  
plasma was neglec ted .  In  addi t ion ,  the  e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty  w a s  assumed t o  be 
constant i n  Ref. 6 and t o  be a simple function of r a d i u s  i n  Ref. 5. The d e s i r e  t o  
obtain closed-form analyt ic  solut ions did,  of course,  require the simplifying assump- 
t i ons  employed i n  Refs. 5 and 6. These assumptions limit the  app l i cab i l i t y  of the  
so lu t ions .  
In  the  Sov ie t  work described in Refs.  7 and 8, the one-dimensional differential  
equations for the heat f lux and the electromagnetic f ields were integrated numerically.  
The var ia t ions  of  gas  rad ia t ion ,  e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty ,  and  thermal  conduct iv i ty  
with temperature were prescr ibed.  This  method appears t o  adequately describe the 
r-f  induction heating of a plasma. However, only a r e l a t i v e l y  few r e s u l t s  were pre- 
sented i n  Refs. 7 and 8 and, s ince  the  r e su l t s  were obtained by numerical integration, 
ex t rapola t ion  to  condi t ions  o ther  than  those  presented  i s  not  poss ib le .  In  addi t ion ,  
t he  va r i a t ions  of e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty ,  thermal  conduct iv i ty  and  gas  rad ia t ion  wi th  
temperature that were used i n  Refs. 7 and 8 are not widely used by investigators in 
the  U. S. 
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The object ives  of t h i s  p o r t i o n  of the s tudy was t o   e s t a b l i s h  a computer program 
f o r  numerical ly  integrat ing the heat  flux and electromagnetic equations and t o  o b t a i n  
solutions over extended ranges of operating conditions. The va r i a t ions  of gas pro- 
per t ies  with temperature  for  t h i s  computer program were derived from the  bes t  ava i lab le  
da t a  and theore t ica l  p red ic t ions .  
Method of Analysis 
The model used in  the fol lowing one-dimensional  analysis  ( i .e .  , v a r i a t i o n   i n  
the  r ad ia l  d i r ec t ion  on ly )  cons i s t s  of an axisymmetric cylindrical  plasma, i n f i n i t e  
i n  a x i a l  e x t e n t .  A sketch of the model  employed i s  shown i n  F i g .  1. The plasma 
radius  i s  r6  and i s  defined as the radius  at which the temperature i s  1000 deg K.* 
Al gas properties within the plasma are dependent upon temperature. The plasma i s  
assumed t o  be  opt ica l ly  th in  (no  se l f -absorp t ion) ,  in  loca l  thermodynamic equilibrium, 
and  pure ly  res i s t ive .  Power i s  added t o  t h e  plasma by the flow of induced currents 
and i s  removed by both radiat ion and thermal conduction. It i s  assumed t h a t  t h e r e  
a r e  no convection losses within the plasma. 
For an annulus of thickness dr  wi th in  the  plasma at radius  r, the  sum of (1) 
the energy per unit  length per unit  t ime conducted into the annulus a t  radius  r plus  
(2)  the energy per unit  length per unit  t ime added to  the  annu lus  by  c i r cu la t ing  
induced currents i s  e q u a l  t o  t h e  sum of (3)  the energy per unit length per  unit time 
conducted out of the annulus at radius  r + dr plus ( 4 )  the energy per  uni t  length 
per  uni t  t ime radiated from the annulus.  Using the notat ion shown i n  Fig. 1, t h i s  
equa l i ty  may be  wri t ten as 
or 
x. The symbol r6  i s  used t o  be consistent with nomenclature used in Ref. 2 f o r  
the plasma radius .  
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Fourier’s  l a w  of heat conduction f o r  t he  plasma annulus i s  
Maxwell’s equations for  a conductor having a permeabili ty of 1 .O with  negl igible  
displacement currents are, i n  v e c t o r  form, 
and 
For the one-dimensional problem (i.e.,  variations w i t h  radius  only)  Eqs. (&a) and (4b)  
can be written as 
For a l t e r n a t i n g  f i e l d s ,  t h e  e l e c t r i c  and magnetic f i e l d s  a r e  
7 
L 
where Eep and H z p  are the peak values of the electric and magnetic fields,  respectively,  
and +E and are the   respec t ive   f ie ld   phase   angles .  
Subs t i tu t ing  Eqs. (6)  i n t o  Eqs .  ( 5 )  , preforming the indicated different ia t ion,  
and equating the real  and imaginary parts,  
and 
dE E 
- p .  w H Z  SIN(+H - +E)  
d r  r P 
Equations ( 8 ) ,  (7), ( 3 ) ,  and ( 2 )  provide a s e t  of s i x  f i r s t - o r d e r  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equa- 
t i o n s  which must be solved simultaneously t o  determine the temperature, heat flux, 
and e l e c t r i c  and magnetic f ie lds  wi th in  the  p lasma.  To solve these equations it i s  
f i r s t  necessary to  desc r ibe  the  va r i a t ions  of X , cr, and ivm with temperature. 
Al calcu la t ions  per formed in  th i s  s tudy  were made for  argon.  The gas  propert ies  
of an argon plasma are fairly well  documented at elevated temperatures throughout 
a wide range of pressures .  In addi t ion,  most experiments involving r-f plasmas 
have employed argon as the  working f l u i d .  
Figure 2 presents  the var ia t ion with temperature  of the thermal conductivity,  
The s o l i d  l i n e  of Fig.  2 i s  the  assumed va r i a t ion  of thermal  conduct ivi ty  that  was 
used i n  a l l  calculat ions in  this  s tudy.  This  curve closely fol lows the calculated 
values of Ref. 13 which appear t o  agree best with experimentally measured values 
(Ref. 9 ) .  No va r i a t ion  of the thermal conductivity with pressure was included since 
X , of argon a t  1.0 a t m  as presented in  several  references (Refs .  9 through 13).  
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v e r y  l i t t l e  r e l i a b l e  data on t h i s  e f f e c t  a r e  a v a i l a b l e .  The e f f e c t  of pressure i s  
be l i eved  to  be  small for  the range of pressures  considered in  this  s tudy (1.0 t o  
10 a t m ) ;  however, at higher pressures and temperatures, neglecting the pressure 
e f f e c t  on thermal conductivity could cause erroneous results. 
The va r i a t ion  of t he  e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty ,  CT, of argon with temperature i s  
presented in  Fig.  3. Curves  from several sources (Refs. 13 through 16) are shown 
and the  va r i a t ion  that was assumed i n   t h i s   s t u d y  i s  indica ted  by  the  so l id  l ine .  
The va r i a t ion  assumed herein favored that of Ref. 14 since it i s  the  most recent  
and probably the most accurate information available.  Results from Ref. 14 show 
small d i f f e rences  in  e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty  wi th  p re s su re  ( i . e .  , compare curves 
f o r  1.0 a t m  and 10 a t m  i n  Fig. 3) .  However, t he  sca t t e r  and uncertainty of t he  
exis t ing electr ical  conduct ivi ty  information i s  g rea t e r  t han  e f f ec t s  due t o   p r e s -  
sure; hence, for the purpose of t h i s  study, it was assumed tha t  t he re  i s  no varia-  
t i o n  of e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty  wi th  p re s su re .  When more r e l i a b l e  data on t he  
e f f e c t s  of pressure on thermal  and  e lec t r ica l  conduct iv i t ies  become avai lable ,  they 
can be incorporated into the computer program. 
The  power per  un i t  volume rad ia ted  from the plasma, WvmJ was determined as 
functions of both temperature and pressure by the method descr ibed in  Appendix I .  
From a calculated equilibrium composition of argon (Fig. 4 and Ref. l 7 ) ,  the  rad ia t ion  
from 71 argon lines and the continuum w a s  calculated.  The t o t a l  r a d i a t i o n ,  wvm 
( i . e . ,  t h e  sum of t h e  l i n e  and continuum), i s  presented  in  F ig .  5 versus temperature 
for  pressures  of 1.0 and 10 a t m .  The values of WvRAD used i n  Eq. (2)  were obtained 
from the curves of Fig. 5. Included on Fig. 5 i s  a data point  from the r-f  experi-  
ments  described i n  Ref. 18. The data were obtained a t  a pressure of 1 .0  atm. The 
agreement between the theory described i n  Appendix I and the  data of R e f .  18 i s  qui te  
good. Both t k e  theory and the data considered radiation only within the region of 
3500 t o  8500 A. 
- 
From the  assumed temperature variation of X, uJ and WvmJ t h e  s e t  of equations 
( i . e . ,  E q s .  (b), (8b) ,  (7a) ,  (p), (3) ,  and ( 2 ) )  can  be  solved once the appropriate  
boundary conditions are prescribed. A t  r = 0, wc = 0, Eep = 0, and +H - +E = ~ / 2 .  
Since  only  the  difference  between +H and  appears in  the  equations,  the  boundary 
conditions employed were at r = 0, cpH = 0, and +E = ~ / 2 .  The two remaining boundary 
conditions (on T and HZp) were a l so  spec i f i ed  at the center l ine.  Physical ly ,  it 
would be more log ica l  to  spec i fy  the  tempera ture  a t  the  edge of t he  plasma and the  
raagnetic f i e l d  e x t e r n a l  t o  t h e  p l a s m .  However, t h i s  r e s u l t s  i n  mixed boundary 
conditions (i .e. some at r = 0 and some at r = r ) and requi res  a complicated 
i terat ion technique.  Thus, to simplify the calculating procedure,  both temperature 
and magnetic f i e l d  were spec i f ied  at the  center l ine .  The radius  of the plasma, ' 6 ,  
was determined, as previously s ta ted,  as t h a t  r a d i u s  a t  which the temperature reaches 
1000 deg K. Thus , t h e  s i x  boundary conditions were spec i f ied  at the  cen te r l ine  
( i - e . ,  at r = 0 it was spec i f i ed  tha t  qc = 0, Eep = 0, +H = 0, +E = ~ / 2 ,  T = TCL, 
- 
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Hzp = Hz ) and the  s ix  f i r s t - .o rder  d i f fe ren t ia l  equat ions  (Eqs .  (&), (.&I), (7a), 
(n ) , (37: and (2)  ) were solved simultaneously by a straight-forward  numerical 
integration technique beginning a t  the  center l ine  and  proceeding  rad ia l ly  outward. 
The numerical integration technique employed was the third-order  Runge-Kutta method 
descr ibed  in  most advanced calculus text books. The equations were programmed i n  
dimensional form f o r  t h e  UNIVAC 1108 d i g i t a l  computer. 
To check the accuracy of the numerical  integration, a case was c a l c u l a t e d  i n  
which the  e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty  was assumed constant (independent of temperature), 
and both the thermal conductivity and the power radiated were se t  equa l  t o  ze ro .  
For th i s  ca se  exac t  so lu t ions  fo r  t he  f i e ld  s t r eng ths  can  be  ca l cu la t ed  ( see ,  fo r  
instance,  Ref. 4 and  fol lowing  sect ions) .   In   Fig.  6, t h e  r a d i a l  v a r i a t i o n  of the 
magnetic f i e l d  as calculated by the numerical  integrat ion method i s  compared with 
the exact solution. The s ignif icance of the parameters K and d/8 i s  discussed sub- 
sequently. The agreement shown i n  Fig. 6 i s  excel lent .  
Discussion of Resul ts  
Calculations were performed i n  which the centerline temperature,  centerline 
a x i a l  magnetic field, and discharge pressure were varied.  The r e s u l t s  of one 
typ ica l  case  a re  shown by  the  so l id  l i nes  in  F ig .  7. For t h i s  ca se  the  cen te r l ine  
temperature was 10,000 deg K, the centerline magnetic field was 5 amp-turns/cm, 
the pressure was 1.0 a t m  and the r-f frequency was 10 d z .  The va r i a t ions  of gas 
properties with temperature shown in  F igs .  2, 3, and 5 were used. Figure 7 presents  
t h e  r a d i a l  v a r i a t i o n s  of conduction heat flux, temperature ,  c i rcumferent ia l  e lectr ic  
f ie ld ,  ax ia l  magnet ic  f ie ld ,  and  magnetic  and e l e c t r i c a l  f i e l d  phase angles. A s  
discussed in the previous subsection, the calculations begin with an assumed center- 
l ine temperature and axia l  magnet ic  f ie ld  and procede i n  a r a d i a l  d i r e c t i o n  until 
the temperature i s  l e s s  t han  1000 deg K. A t  l a r g e r  radii, the  ax ia l  magnet ic  f ie ld  
i s  essent ia l ly  cons tan t ;  there  i s  no heat addition, negligible radiation, and 
essent ia l ly  constant  thermal  conduct ivi ty .  
Of pr imary interest  in  Fig.  7 i s  t h e  r a d i a l  v a r i a t i o n  of temperature. The 
temperature peaks off the centerline a t  a radius  within the plasma ra ther  than  a t  
the  center l ine  as i s  the case with d-c a rc s .  The peak is ,  of course , associated 
with the skin depth of t h e  plasma such t h a t  power added t o   t h e  plasma decreases sub- 
s t a n t i a l l y  i n  t h e  i n t e r i o r  r e g i o n s  of the plasma. The off-axis peaking of t he  plasma 
temperature may be an important consideration in the design of a high-efficiency 
l ight  source.  The dashed curves shown i n  Fig. 7 were obtained by set t ing the gas  
radiat ion,  W equa l   to   zero .  The sane  centerline  conditions were used. It i s  
ev ident  tha t  gas  rad ia t ion  i s  an important feature of the  so lu t ion .  Note tha t  wi th  
no radiation, the temperature has a maximum value at the  cen te r l ine .  With radiat ion,  
- 
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t he  maximum temperature occurs at a rad ius  wel l  away from the  center l ine .  Thus, 
r ad ia t ion  i s  one f ac to r  which causes the off-axis peaking of temperature that has 
been experimentally observed i n  r-f plasmas (Refs. 2, 18, and 19). I n  experiments 
employing vortex discharges, high convective velocities near the centerline of the 
vor tex  could  a l so  cont r ibu te  to  th i s  of f -ax is  peaking .  
Figure 7 a l so  ind ica tes  an  impor tan t  resu l t  regard ing  the  e f fec t  of r ad ia t ion  
on t h e  t o t a l  r e q u i r e d  power deposit ion.  For the  example given i n  Fig. 7 (a center- 
line temperature of 10,000 deg K and a center l ine  axial magnetic f i e l d  of 5 amp- 
turns/cm), the calculated power deposi t ion per  uni t  length of t h e  plasma w a s  0.153 
h / c m  when r ad ia t ion  was neglected; the calculated power deposi t ion was 3.27 h / c m  
when r ad ia t ion  was included, even though the power rad ia ted  was only 1.14 h/cm. 
This  la rge  d i f fe rence  in  power deposi t ion i s  due t o  t h e  g r o s s l y  d i f f e r e n t  radial 
d i s t r ibu t ions  of temperature which cause l a rge  d i f f e rences  in  the thermal and 
e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i t i e s .  Thus, in  ana lyses  of power deposition and energy dis- 
s i p a t i o n  i n  r-f induction heated plasmas, it i s  important t o  include plasma radia- 
t i o n  as an energy l o s s  mechanism at plasma pressures  of about 1.0 atrn and above. 
The temperature and axial magnetic field on the  center l ine are  not  too rneaning- 
ful  since they are really dependent parameters and cannot be independently chosen in 
any r e a l  plasma. Therefore, several cases were ca lcu la ted  wi th  ranges of centerline 
temperatures and axial magnetic fields. The resu l t s  of  these  ca lcu la t ions  were 
then  p lo t ted  us ing  the  ax ia l  magnet ic  f ie ld  ex terna l  to  the  plasma and the radius  
of the  plasma as independent variables, and the power conducted out of the plasma 
and the  power rad ia ted  as dependent variables. Figures 8 and 9 present  these varia- 
t i ons  fo r  p re s su res  of 1.0 and 10 atm, respect ively.  The gas i s  argon and the r-f 
frequency i s  10 mEk. Also shown i n  F i g s .  8 and 9 are curves of constant radiated 
power per  uni t  length,  Wm. These r e s u l t s  a r e  f o r  a plasma  which i s  assumed 
i n f i n i t e  i n  a x i a l  l e n g t h .  S i n c e  t h e  plasma i s  inf in i te  in  length ,  the  sur rounding  
c o i l  must a l s o  be i n f i n i t e .  For an i n f i n i t e  c o i l ,  t h e  axial magnetic f i e l d  e x t e r n a l  
t o  a plasma i s  r e l a t e d   t o   t h e   c o i l   c u r r e n t  by 
- 
H o = P - C  I C  
N 
where N / a c  i s  the  number of co i l  tu rns  per  un i t  l ength  and  IC is  the  peak value of 
t h e  c o i l  c u r r e n t .  
The resu l t s  presented  in  F igs .  8 and 9 show t h a t  t h e  s i z e  of t he  plasma and the  
magnetic f i e l d  determine the power conducted and the  power rad ia ted  from the  plasma. 
A t  t he  edge of t he  plasma (i .e., r = TG), a heat  s ink must e x i s t   t o  remove the  power 
conducted from the plasma, Wc6 (see Fig. 1). To provide th i s  hea t  s ink  at r = ‘6 ,  
- 
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it i s  r e q u i r e d   t o  have e i t h e r  a flow i n  which there  a re  very  la rge  ax ia l  convec t ive  
v e l o c i t i e s  or  a cooled wall. Large  convective  flows at r = r a re  des i r ab le  so that 
t h e  plasma can be confined away from the  chamber walls. Since it i s  a l s o  assumed 
t h a t  no convection exists within the plasma, small convective flows are required at 
radii l e s s  t h a n  '6. Such a flow can be obtained using a confined vortex flow. It 
has been shown experimental ly  in  Ref .  20 that a radial- inf low vortex has a r a d i a l  
s tagnat ion s t reamline outs ide of which l a rge  axial flows exist  while at radii l e s s  
than the s tagnat ion s t reamline a c e l l  flow exists having small convective flows. 
Reference 20 also demonstrates that t h e  r a d i a l  p o s i t i o n  of t he  radial s tagnat ion 
streamline can be controlled by adjusting the percentage of injected flow t h a t  i s  r e -  
moved from the  center  of the vortex.  Thus, a radial-inflow vortex has the desired 
combined cha rac t e r i s t i c s  o f  low convective flow within the plasma while providing a 
high convective flow which can a c t  as a hea t  s ink  ex te rna l  t o  the  plasma. 
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I f  t he  r equ i r ed  r ad ia t ed  power and the  s i ze  of the discharge are  specif ied,  
then the required axial  magnet ic  f ie ld  and the power conducted t o  t h e  h e a t  s i n k  
outs ide the plasma ( i .e .  , the large convective flow region) can be obtained from 
Figs.  8 and 9. In  gene ra l ,  i f  t he  r ad ius  of t h e  p l a s m  i s  specif ied,  then specif ica-  
t i o n  of any one of the three parameters  Eo, Wc6, or Wm determines the other two. 
Use of curves of t h i s  t y p e  i s  of par t icu lar  in te res t  in  the  nuc lear  l igh t  bu lb  pro-  
gram where a high radiant  heat  f lux per  unit surface area of the discharge i s  being 
sought  (Ref. 2 ) .  
- - 
In  Figs .  10 and 11, t h e  r e s u l t s  shown i n  F i g s .  8 and 9 a re  r ep lo t t ed  so t h a t  
t h e   o r d i n a t e   i s   t h e   t o t a l  power depos i t ed  in  the  plasma ( i  .e ., t he  sum of the  power 
conducted out of the plasma and the power r ad ia t ed ) .  Again, the  absc issa  i s  the  
a x i a l  magnetic f i e l d  e x t e r n a l  t o  t h e  plasma. Curves of constant plasma radius are 
shown. In  addi t ion ,  two o the r  s e t s  of l ines  a re  presented .  One of these i s  the  
rad ia t ion  e f f ic iency ,  lRJ defined as 
The o t h e r  s e t  of curves, labeled K ~ ~ ,  i s  the equivalent coupling parameter that  
would e x i s t  i f  t h e  t o t a l  power, W 1, were t o  be deposi ted in  a cyl inder  of constant 
e lectr ical  conduct ivi ty  having a radius  1-6. The d e f i n i t i o n  of K f o r  a constant con- 
duc t iv i ty  plasma i s  
- 
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where 8 i s  the skin depth.  The va r i a t ion  of skin depth with conductivity and fre- 
quency i s  shown i n  Fig. 12. It i s  shown in  the  succeeding  sec t ion  that the  power 
per  un i t  l ength  depos i ted  in  a plasma of constant e l ec t r i ca l  conduc t iv i ty  i s  
where Q i s  a magnet ic  f lux integral .  The va r i a t ion  of Q with K i s  shown i n  F i g .  13. 
BY equating iD/ I t o  wc6+ W- f o r  a plasma of a given  radius , r6, with a given 
magnetic f i e l d  e x t e r n a l  t 6  t h e  plasma, Ho, the value of Q can be determined and the 
resul t ing value of Keq can be found from Fig. 13. In  Figs .  10 and 11 the cross- 
hatched regions are where the value of the calculated Q i s  grea te r  than  0.37, t he  
maximum value for  a constant-conductivity cylinder; hence, K~~ cannot be defined i n  
these regions. Within the cross-hatched regions the plasma w i l l  absorb more power 
than an equivalent constant-conductivity cylinder of the same radius and same a x i a l  
magnetic field.  A s  a general  rule, plasmas with low values of the equivalent coupl- 
ing parameter have corresponding low values of rad ia t ion  e f f ic iency .  
- - 
The data  point  shown on Fig. 10 has been obtained from the experiments of 
Ref. 18. In these experiments, approximately 900 w/cm of power was deposi ted into 
a 1.0-atm argon plasma. The plasma radius was determined from photographs t o  be 
2.5 em.  From Fig. 10, the required axial magnetic f i e l d  would be 27 amp-turns/cm 
and the  rad ia t ion  e f f ic iency  would be about 18 percent.  The experiments of Ref. 18 
gave a co i l  cu r ren t  of 75 amps f o r  a coi l  having 0.4 turns/cm. Thus, the axial 
magnetic f ie ld  in  the  exper iments  i s  calculated from Eq. ( 9 )  to be 30 amp-turns/cm, 
i n  v e r y  good agreement with values obtained from Fig. 10. The r ad ia t ion  e f f i c i ency  
for the experiments in Ref.  18 was measured t o  be about 10 percent ,  s ign i f icant ly  
lower than the value obtained from Fig. 10. Considering that the frequency of the 
experiments of Ref. 18 w a s  7.25 mT3z compared with 10 mHz for  the calculated curves 
of Fig. 10, and that  three-dimensional  effects  were present  in  the experiments ,  the 
agreement between theory and experiment i s  qu i t e  good. 
Several authors (Refs. 21 and 6)  have reported that the diameter of an r-f  
induction heated plasma observed in experiments i s  approximately 3.5 t imes the skin 
depth  ( i .e .  , K =  '2.5). Since this phenomenm i s  not   predicted  by  the  calculated  resul ts  
shown in Figs. 8 through 11 nor i n   t h e   r e s u l t s  of Ref. 8, it may be tha t  t he  expe r i -  
mentally observed plasma diameter-to-skin-depth ratio of 3.5 was caused by t h e  i n t e r -  
ac t ion  between the par t icular  resonator  and r-f power amplif ier  equipment used i n  
those experiments. A s  d i scussed  in  the  INTRODUCTION, t h i s  i n t e rac t ion  has  no t  been  
included in  the present  s tudy.  
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It i s  i n t e r e s t i n g   t o   n o t e   t h a t  for a given magnetic field and given plasma 
radius ,  two plasmas having different temperatures and heat fluxes can be obtained 
(Figs .  8 through 11). For the lower value of power deposition, the plasma absorbs 
v e r y  l i t t l e  power from t h e  f i e l d  and i s  a poor conductor. Conversely, for the 
higher  power deposition, the radius of the plasma i s  greater  than the skin depth,  
and thus the plasma i s  a good conductor. Experimental observations by many authors  
(e  .g .  , Refs. 2, 3, and 21) t e n d   t o  show that only those plasmas having the higher 
values of power deposit ion can be created.  It appears that the  lower-power  plasmas 
are not produced experimentally and may not represent a phys ica l ly  r ea l  s i t ua t ion .  
It should be noted that , in  the high-heat-f lux regions of Figs. 8 through 11, 
a subs t an t i a l  amount of unce r t a in ty  ex i s t s  due t o  i n a c c u r a c i e s  i n  t h e  plasma pro- 
p e r t i e s  ( i . e . ,  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  and thermal conductivities and the power rad ia ted) .  
In these high-heat-flux plasmas (ED/ 1 greater than approximately 10 kw/cm) the  
peak plasma temperatures exceed 20,000 deg K. The ex i s t ing  plasma p rope r t i e s  a re  
not accurate at these temperatures,  and the assumption of an optically thin plasma 
may not be valid. Self-absorption w i l l  have a s ign i f i can t  e f f ec t  on these plasmas. 
It i s  planned t o  ex tend  th i s  ana lys i s  t o  inc lude  the  e f f ec t s  of self-absorption and 
pressures higher than 10 a t m .  
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POWEB AM3 IMPEDANCE FOR A CONSTA.I'iT-CONDUCTIVITY MODEL 
OF THE GAS DISCHARGE 
It i s  important t o  have an understanding of the basic electromagnetic aspects 
of  coupl ing that  are  encountered in  using an r-f system t o  couple power t o  a highly 
radiating plasma. In approaching the problem ana ly t i ca l ly ,  it i s  useful  t o  consider 
a constant-electr ical-conduct ivi ty ,  inf ini te-cyl inder  model f o r  t h e  p l a s m  s i n c e  t h i s  
model allows analysis of the electromagnetic aspects of the problem without detailed 
consideration of t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of t he  p l a sm p rope r t i e s .  A grea t  dea l  of work on 
r-f coupling has been published using this model (e.g. Refs. 4 and 22) but there 
i s  need t o  f u r t h e r  g e n e r a l i z e  t h i s  work and t o  d e r i v e  new r e l a t i o n s  t h a t  a r e  a p p l i c a -  
b l e   t o  small-diameter induction heated plasmas of the type being used to  s imulate  the 
thermal environment of the nuclear l ight bulb reactor.  
Development of discharge and react ive power relat ions using both the appl ied-  
coil-current approach and the electromagnetic-field approach improves physical 
understanding of t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  of the plasma and the electromagnetic fields.* 
Detailed consideration of a coupl ing coeff ic ient  between d i s s ipa t ive  and react ive 
power i s  also important  s ince react ive power may be a limit on the performance of 
an r-f induction heater.  Neither a nondimensional coupling coefficient nor the  
r a t i o  of discharge diameter t o  c o i l  d i a m e t e r ,  r /r , have been used generally t o  
describe the addition of power t o  a gas discharge. Since large discharge power 
wi th  corresponding high discharge surface radiation flux i s  an important goal of 
the experiment i n  Ref.  2,  the effect  of discharge and reactive power limits on t h i s  
flux can be s tudied using the coupl ing relat ion.  
6 c  
To t r a n s f e r  power t o  a d ischarge  e f f ic ien t ly  requi res  tha t  the  impedance of 
the resonator and discharge be close t o   t h e  impedance required by the r-f generator. 
I n  genera l ,  th i s  requi res  la rge  res i s tance  (of  the  order  of 1000 ohms) and near-zero 
reactance. Thus, it i s  des i rab le  to  ca lcu la te  the impedance, t h e  e f f e c t  of t he  
parameter r /r on the  impedance,  and the frequency shift  necessary t o  minimize the 
reactance.  'Kngwledge of t hese  f ac to r s  i s  par t icu lar ly  impor tan t  for  small values 
Of r6/rcj  values of r6/rc between 0.1 and 0.2 are of in te res t  in  the  exper iments  
of Ref. 2. Finally, the above r e l a t ions  a re  use fu l  i n  ca l cu la t ing  d i scha rge  powers, 
c i rcui t  currents  and vol tages ,  f requency shif ts ,  e tc .  , t h a t  a r e   countered with 
the resonator  of Ref. 2. 
* I n  a resonating circuit ,  average discharge power i s  a c t u a l  power in  the load,  
and average reactive power i s  approximately one-half the product of peak 
sinusoidal current and voltage.  These quan t i t i e s  impose limits on resonator 
design. 
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Development of Time-Average Discharge and 
Reactive Power Equations 
The t r a n s f e r  of power from a co i l  ca r ry ing  r - f  cu r ren t  t o  a discharge involves 
the formation of an  a l te rna t ing  magnet ic  f ie ld  by  an  appl ied  a l te rna t ing  cur ren t .  
Energy i s  s tored  in  an  a l te rna t ing  magnet ic  f ie ld  which, because of i t s  a l t e r n a t i n g  
nature, represents an energy flow out of and into the coi l .  This  energy f low per  
uni t  t ime i s  re fer red  to  convent iona l ly  as r eac t ive  power. I n  a resonator system, 
the reactive energy would be s to red  a l t e rna te ly  by  the  co i l  and  a capaci tor .  When 
an electr ical ly  conduct ing medium such as a plasma discharge i s  present,  some of t he  
r eac t ive  power i s  absorbed and there i s  a ne t  t r ans fe r  of power out  of  the coi l .  
The absorbed power i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  as the diss ipat ive or  discharge power. Instantaneous 
c o i l  power, W, i s  the product of instantaneous coil  current and instantaneous voltage: 
W = I V  (13) 
Assuming sinusoidal t ime variation of I and V, the expression for c o i l  power cons i s t s  
of a term which has a zero time-average value over one complete cycle (reactive power) 
and a term which has a nonzero time-average value (discharge power). By tak ing  the  
absolute value of the react ive power, an average reactive power over a complete cycle 
can be defined. 
For the  model shown in  F ig .  1 ( v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  r a d i a i  d i r e c t i o n  o n l y )  , t he  
instantaneous coil  voltage* i s  
Here, i s  the   r a t e  of  change  of flux l inked   by   the   co i l :  
'C 
-% at = 6" a t  2 r r d r  + \ 2 2 r r d r  
'6 
* The voltage expression formed here does not include a resis t ive vol tage drop 
along the coil ;  this additional voltage drop is  not  per t inent  to  the  d iscuss ion  
of coupling and can be accounted for separately in analyses of power l o s s e s   i n  
the r-f system. 
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The f i r s t  i n t e g r a l  i n  Eq. (15) i s  integrated over the discharge area where B, va r i e s  
with radius  and the second i s  integrated between the discharge and coi l  where B, 
i s  a constant, Bo. The parameter r6/rc is  introduced by th i s  process .  The d e t a i l s  
of the integration and the combination of Eqs .  (13)  , (14) , and (15) a re  g iven  in  
Appendix 11. The average power r e s u l t s  a r e  
and 
where w i s  the discharge power and vR i s  the react ive power. The functions P and Q 
are  the dimensionless  real  and imaginary par ts ,  respect ively,  of the complex f l u x  
in tegra l  over  the  d ischarge  a rea ;  they  a re  ident ica l  to  the  re la t 'ons  presented  in  
Ref. 4. They are   funct ions of the  coupling  parameter K = (poaw)  '6 = (l/fi)(d/s ). 
The va r i a t ions  of P and Q with K a re  p lo t t ed  in  F ig .  1 3 .  
D 
The r e s u l t  f o r  w i s  the  same as tha t  ob ta ined  in  Ref. 4 and  elsewhere  using D 
a f i e l d  approach; that  i s ,  
The react ive power equation, Eq. (l7), i s  not  usually  obtained. The f lux  in t eg ra t ion  
term, P, i n  Eq. (17) accounts for shielding of the magnet ic  f ie ld  from the region of 
the discharge by induced currents. The f i e l d  approach can also be used t o  c a l c u l a t e  - 
WR : 
The i n t e g r a l s  i n  Eqs. (18) and (19) a r e  more complicated t o  e v a l u a t e  a n a l y t i c a l l y  
t h a n  t h e  f l u x  i n t e g r a l s  i n  Eq. ( 1 5 ) .  Thus, the present coil  current-voltage approach 
m y  a l s o  prove useful when end e f f e c t s ,  nonuniform conduct iv i ty  e f fec ts ,  or other 
compl ica t ing  fac tors  a re  t rea ted .  The equivalence of the coil  current-voltage and 
f ie ld  approaches i s  used i n  Appendix 11, however, t o  der ive the averaging relat ions 
for  the  magnet ic  f ie ld .  
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Ratio of Discharge Power t o  Reactive Power 
- - 
The r a t i o  of WD t o  WR i s  a nondimensional coupling coefficient, [ which 
cha rac t e r i zes  the  t r ans fe r  of power from the  co i l  t o  t he  d i scha rge .  Th i s  coe f f i c i en t  
i s  a function only of K and r6/rc. From Eqs. (16) and (l7), 
The va r i a t ion  of the coupl ing coeff ic ient , t  , with K for  var ious values  of r6/rc 
i s  presented  in  F ig .  14. The dashed l i n e  i s  the locus of t he  maximum values of . 
For low values of r /rc, the curves peak at K = 2.5. It w i l l  be shown l a t e r  t h a t  
f o r  (r6-r ) 5 0.4, $he approximation< = (r6/rc)2& i s  a c c u r a t e  t o  b e t t e r  t h a n  10 
percent.  A s  r /r increases,   induced  currents have a s ign i f i can t  e f f ec t  on t o t a l  
reac t ive  power causlng a broadening of the peaks in  Fig.  14 and a s h i f t i n g  of the  
peaks to  grea te r  va lues  of K . For instance , at r6/r = 1 .O, E = Q/P, and fo r  l a rge  
values  of K ,  [ approaches 1.0.  T h a t  is, for  t igh t  coupl ing  (r6 = rC),  t h e  l i m i t  i s  
c 
6 c .  
C 
- 
WD = wR. - 
The  maximum values of [ that  can be obtained for a given value of r6/rcJ and 
the corresponding values of K , a re  shown i n  F i g .  1 5 .  These curves were obtained by 
cross-plot t ing Fig.  14. K~ i s  the value of K fo r  which [ i s  a m a x i m u m  a t  a given 
r6/rc. The rapid increase of the coupling coefficient with increasing r /r fo r  
large discharges i s  caused by a rap id  decrease  in  the  f lux  in tegra l ,  P, and, hence, 
a decrease i n  t h e  r e a c t i v e  power, WR. 
6 c  
- 
Effect  of Reactive and Discharge Power L i m i t s  on 
Discharge Surface Radiation Flux 
An important characteristic of an induction heated plasma i s  the surface radia-  
t ion f lux (see Ref .  2) .  Both w and w a f f e c t  t h e  r a d i a t i o n  f l u x .  A r ad ia t ion  
e f f ic iency ,  T R ,  can be defined as Wm7GD. S ince  rad ia t ion  f lux  i s  0, = WRAD/2nr 1, R -  - 6 
18 
From t he   de f in i t i on  of the  coupl ing  coeff ic ient  (Eq. ( 2 0 ) ) ,  w = vR. For a small 
discharge (i .e. ,  r6/rc 5 0.4), the  coupl ing coeff ic ient  i s  approximated b y & = ( r  /r )%. 
Thus, 6 c  
D 
To show t h e  e f f e c t s  of uR and wD on ps, ca lcu la t ions  were made for the  plasma 
and coil  experiments described in Ref.  2. For these calculat ions,  r = 4 cm and 
1 = 5 cm; q R  is  assumed equal t o  1.0 and the value of K i s  assumed e q u a l  t o  2.5. 
Since coil winding losses are reduced as r.-/r inc reases ,  t he  ac tua l  r ea l  power 
avai lable   increases ,  and  hence wD, increases  with  increasing  values of r . This 
effect has not been included here. The r e s u l t s  of these calculat ions are  presented 
in  F ig .  16. The approximate design operating region for the equipment of Ref. 2 
i s  shown by the shaded por t ion  of Fig.  16. The resonator  consis ts  of two c o i l s  and 
corresponding vacuum capacitor assemblies. Each coil-capacitor assembly will support 
approximately 35 megw of reac t ive  power. Figure 16 ind ica tes  that, i n  maintaining 
a desired value of ps, a t r adeof f  ex i s t s  between vR and qD as r6/rc i s  var ied.  In  
varying r6/rC, however, it i s  a l so  poss ib le  to  hold  the  spac ing  between t h e  c o i l  and 
discharge,  A = r - r6, constant as '6 i s  v a r i e d  r a t h e r  t h a n  t o  h o l d  t h e  c o i l  r a d i u s ,  
rc, constant.  A detal led discussion of t h e  e f f e c t s  ones of maintaining constant A 
i s  given i n  Appendix 111.  It i s  shown the re  tha t  ps for  constant  wR always has a 
maximum at  r / r  = 0.5. 
C 
i 3 c  
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Coil and Resonator Impedance Relat ions and 
Discussion of Matching Conditions 
- Coi l  Impedance 
Exact r e l a t i o n s  for c o i l  impedance were developed from 
where 84 /at  was developed previously and R '  i s  t h e   c o i l   r e s i s t a n c e   p e r  turn which 
produces a resis t ive vol tage drop along the coi l .  The c o i l  impedance can be put i n  
dimensionless form by dividing by the coil reactance, 
C 
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2 
where  the  unloaded  coil  inductance is Lo - 8 - r  1 . In Appendix IV the  resistive 
and reactive  parts  of  the  dimensionless  coil  impedance  are  shown to be - P o  c c 
2 
pc = Rg +(*) Q ” LO 
and 
Figure 17 presents  the  variations of p,  and x, with r /re,  assuming R /wLo = 0.002. 
This  value  of  R /wLo is  the  approximate  value for the  experimental c o d  used in 
Ref. 2. 
6 ? 
0 
Resonator  Impedance 
The r-f resonator  consists  of  one or more  capacitors in parallel  with  the  coil 
as shown  schematically in Fig. 18. From the  parallel  impedance  rule, 
or, in dimensionless  form, 
The resistive  and  reactive  parts  of  the  resonator  impedance  are  derived in 
Appendix IV. They are 
20 
and 
where Y = ( w / ~ , ) ~  = w2LoC i s  a res nator frequency parameter and w i s  the unloaded 
resonant frequency, w = l/(Loc) 192 . 0 
0 
The e f f e c t s  of discharge diameter and coupling parameter on resonator impedance 
a r e  shown i n  Fig. 19 for  the  condi t ionw=w . The curve of K =  0 represents  no d is -  
charge  present;  hence at = wo the  resonator   reactance,  xR, i s  zero. However, the  
presence of a small discharge with an optimum value of K ( i . e . ,  K =  2.5) reduces the 
res i s t ive  par t  o f  the  resonator  impedance, pR, and causes substantial inductive 
reactance, NR, a t  small values of r re. The presence of a large induct ive reactance 
causes an impedance mismatch between the resonator  and r-f power ampl i f ie r  resu l t -  
i n g   i n  a poor power t r ans fe r   e f f i c i ency  between the resonator  and power amplif ier .  
0 
6/ 
A resonator i s  inductive i f  it i s  tuned t o  a frequency below actual resonance; 
hence a frequency increase should produce a matched condi t ion  ( i . e . ,  reac t ive  
impedance equal t o  z e r o ) .  The e f f e c t  of frequency shift  on resonator impedance is 
shown i n  Fig. 20. Note that small changes i n  frequency produce sustantial changes 
i n  t h e  impedance curves ,  par t icu lar ly  in  X (Fig.  20b). A t  some discharge  radius 
r a t i o ,  a matching point, xR= O , * i s  indicafed for each value of y. Larger fre- 
quency changes s h i f t  t h e  matching point t o  l a r g e r  v a l u e s  of '6/rc. The e f f e c t s  of 
f requency shif t  on discharge radius  ra t io  and resonator  res is tance at the matching 
poin ts  of Fig. 20 a r e  shown i n  Fig. 21. (Values of y a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  Aw and 
&&w0 i n  Table I.) Frequency sh i f t  he re  has been expressed as change i n  f r e -  
quency r e l a t i v e   t o  unloaded resonator bandwidth, nw/Aw where Awo = R /Lo and 
Aw = w - wo. For the conditions of Fig. 21, woL0/Ro = 500; t husnu ,  = w0/500 5= 27rf0/5OO 
( f o r  example, a t  fo = 5 mHz, Awo = 62,800 Hz).  
0' 0 
* T h i s  condition assumes that the  power supply and transmission line between the 
supply and resonator are purely resist ive which i s  not  necessar i ly  an accurate  
enough assumption for proper matching. In t h i s  c a s e  some value of gR other  than 
zero could be specified to provide proper matching. 
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Application of Resul ts  to  Resonator  of Ref. 2 
It i s  of i n t e r e s t   t o   a p p l y   t h e  power and impedance re la t ionships  der ived  in  the  
preceding subsections t o  t h e  r e s o n a t o r  d e s c r i b e d  i n  Ref. 2. This  par t icu lar  resonator  
was designed so that hundreds of -kilowatts of power could be deposited i n  a plasma 
approximately 1.0 cia i n  diameter by 5 cm long. ' A schematic of the resonator i s  
shown at the  top  of Table 11, and the geometr ical  and electr ical  quant i t ies  for  
t h i s  r e s o n a t o r  a r e  l i s t e d  below the schematic. Calculations were made for  var ious  
discharge sizes assuming that c o i l  r e a c t i v e  power, WRJ was constant  and that  the 
matching  condition, x = 0, always  prevaled.  Constant  reactive power, WRJ f o r  
high values of wLo/R0 , can  be  maintained  by  holding  constant  resonator  voltage , 
VR = v , .  It i s  assumed a l s o  that t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  c o n d u c t i v i t y  of t he  plasma i s  con- 
s t a n t  and e q u a l  t o  2500 mhos/m. Calculations were performed for  th ree  d i f f e ren t  
plasma loads: r = 0, 0.5, and 0.79 dm. Table I1 l i s t s  the  values of power ( r e a l  
and react ive) ,  coupl ing coeff ic ients ,  impedances ( r e s i s t i v e  and r eac t ive )  , frequency 
s h i f t s  f o r  match ( i . e .  , react ive resonator  impedance e q u a l  t o  z e r o )  and applied 
currents and voltages for each of the plasma loads. A summary of the equations used 
and the method for performing calculations i s  p re sen ted  in  Appendix V. 
- 
- 
R 
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MAGNETIC PRESSURE ANALYSIS  FOR AN R-F  DISCHARGE 
USING A CONSTANT-CONDUCTIVITY MODEL 
The in t e rac t ion  of a circumferent ia l  current  and an axial  magnet ic  f ie ld  within 
a conducting medium w i l l  give rise t o  a force on the conductor normal t o   t h e   p l a n e  
formed by the  cur ren t  and  mgnet ic  f ie ld  vec tors .  In  the  case  of an r-f gas dis- 
charge,  the induced currents and applied magnetic field w i l l  c rea te  a pressure gra- 
d ien t  in  the  rad ia l  d i rec t ion .  Calcu la t ions  in  Ref .  23  have shown t h a t  t h i s  p r e s s u r e  
gradient and the result ing pressure difference between the center and the  edge of 
the discharge were qui te  la rge  and, hence, might cause large radial flows i n  t h e  
plasma. However, the approximations used i n  Ref. 23 could cause the results t o  be 
high. Thus, it i s  d e s i r a b l e  t o  reexamine the  magnitude of magnetic pressure that 
m y  be expected i n  plasmas such as those of Refs. 2 and 3 .  
Calculation of Radial  Distr ibut ion of  Time-Averaged 
Magnetic Pressure Gradient, IT x ZI 
The magnetic pressure gradient i s  the time-average of the cross product of the  
induced current and axial  magnet ic  f ie ld .  h equation for 17 x 81 is  der ived in  
Appendix V I .  The resul t  in  dimensionless  form i s  
The re la t ionships   for  j B Z p , + H  and& are de r ived  in  Appendixes I1 and VI. 
Figure 22 presents  the radial var ia t ions  of these  quant i t ies .  Note that the phase 
angle difference between current and field at the center  of the discharge i s  always 
270 deg; hence the cosine term in Eq. (31) i s  always zero at the center  of the  d is -  
charge. From the curves of Figs. 22 and 6, Eq. (31) can be evaluated in terms of 
Kand r/r6. The e f f e c t s  of these parameters on the dimensionless magnetic pressure 
gradient  are  shown i n  Fig. 23. The magnetic pressure gradient r ises sharply near 
the  edge of the discharge.  
BP ’ 
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Calculat ion of Magnetic Pressure at Center of 
Discharge by Graphical Integration 
Neglecting changes i n   t h e  momentum of the  plasma, magnetic pressure i s  given by 
By graphica l  in tegra t ion  of Fig. 23, t he  va r i a t ion  of p ( i n  dimensionless form) 
with K was obtained and the result  i s  shown i n  Fig. 24. For very large values  of K, 
the dimensionless magnetic pressure approaches a value of 0.25. 
M 
Direct Evaluation of Magnetic 
Pressure at Center of Discharge 
It i s  poss ib l e  to  eva lua te  pM directly before t ime-averageing from 
where the  a s t e r i sk  ind ica t e s  a time-varying quantity. Using 
one obtains  
o r  
24 
Equation (36) reduces t o  
The time-average value i s  
and since Bzplr = r, Bo 
This checks with Fig-. 24. 
Application to Conditions of Ref. 2 
I n  Ref. 23, an approximate value of magnetic pressure, pM, was ca lcu la ted  for  
a discharge with a nonuniform conductivity distribution using a 17 x $ 1  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
approach. The resu l t  p resented  in  Ref. 23 i s  higher by a f ac to r  of 470 than  the  
predict ion of the uniform-conductivity model discussed here. This discrepancy 
appears t o  be  the  resu l t  of inaccuracy in the approximations that were made i n  
Ref. 23. It i s  concluded that the present  solut ions give a more r e a l i s t i c  e s t i m a t e  
of time-averaged magnetic pressure i n   a n  r-f discharge. 
Applying t h e  p r e s e n t  r e s u l t s  t o  t h e  program of Ref. 2, the magnetic energy 
density,  Bo /p , can be related to  discharge power and the coupling coefficient, <, 
by use of Eq. pl7), t h e  r e l a t i o n  IC = B /p0N, and t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  of <, Eq.  ( 2 9 ) :  
0 
2 
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For typ ica l  condi t ions  of  Ref. 2, wD = 600 kw, r = 0.5 x m, o = 27r x lo7 rad/sec, 
K = 2.5, and < = (r6/rc) 2 Q. The r e s u l t s  are B ~ ~ p o  = 1.25 x lo4 newtons/m 2 and 
pM = 0.018 a t m .  This pressure i s  small but perhaps not neg l ig ib l e  in  the  d i scha rge  
momentum equation. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A 
Bz 
BO 
C 
C 
d - 
E 
E 9  
En 
f 
Trans i t ion   p robabi l i ty   (used   in  Appendix I) , sec -1 
Axial magnetic field induction, webers/m 2 
Peak value of magnetic f i e ld  induc t ion  in  r eg ion  between c o i l  and 
discharge, B = poNIc, webers/m2 
0 
Capacitance, farad 
Speed of l i gh t  (u sed  in  Appendix I )  , 3.0 x lo8 m/sec 
Diameter of discharge 21-6, em 
Electr ic  f ie ld  vector ,  vol ts /cm 
Circumferent ia l  e lec t r ic  f ie ld ,  vo l t s /cm 
Upper level energy, ev 
Frequency, Hz 
Unloaded resonator frequency, - 
Stat is t ical  weight ,  dimensionless  
27r 
Magnetic f i e ld  in t ens i ty  vec to r ,  amp-turn/cm 
Axial  magnet ic  f ie ld  intensi ty ,  amp-turn/cm 
Peak  value of ax ia l  magnetic f i e l d  a t  r 1 r amp-tUn/Cm 
Planck  constant , (used   in  Appendix I ) ,  6.62 x joule   see 
6, 
Time-dependent co i l   cu r ren t  , amp 
Peak magnitude of co i l  cur ren t ,  amp 
J"r 
Circumferential  current density,  amp/cm2 
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L 
LO 
I 
LC 
N 
ne 
P 
PM 
Q 
RO 
RR 
R' 
r 
' 6  
T 
t 
v 
Boltzmann constant , 1.38 x joule/deg C 
Inductance, henry 
Unloaded coi l   inductance,  Lo = poF? Trc2 Jc  , henry 
Length  of discharge, cm 
Length of c o i l ,  cm 
Number of co i l  tu rns  per  un i t  l ength ,  cm 
Number densi ty  of e lectrons,  cm-3 
Real  par t  of magnetic f i e l d  f l u x  i n t e g r a l  g i v e n  i n  Ref 
Pressure , atm 
-1 
4, dimensionless 
Time-averaged magnetic pressure increment a t  center of discharge pM = pcL - 
Imaginary part of magnetic f i e l d  f l u x  i n t e g r a l  g i v e n  i n  R e f .  4, dimensionless 
Ef fec t ive  res i s tance  of coupl ing coi l  in  presence of discharge, ohms 
Unloaded r e s i s t ance  of c o i l ,  ohms 
Res is t ive  par t  of resonator impedance, ohms 
Coil  res is tance/ turn,  ohms 
Radius, cm 
Radius of plasma, cm 
Temperature, deg K 
Time, sec 
Time-dependent vo l tage  across  co i l ,  vo l t s  
Pr6 
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L 
LIST OF SYMBOL5 (Continued) 
VC 
W 
XC 
XR 
Z C  
Z R 
O S  
Y 
A 
8 
Peak complex magnitude of coi l  vol tage,  volts 
Time-dependent c o i l  power, watts 
Time-average power deposi ted in  discharge,  watts 
Time-average reac t ive  power, watts 
Time-average power per unit length conducted, watts/cm 
Time-average power depos i t ed  in  co i l ,  watts 
Time-average power per unit length conducted out of plasma, watts/cm 
Time-average power per unit length radiated from plasma, watts/cm 
Time-average power s tored in  capaci tor ,  watts 
Time-average power pe r  un i t  volume radiated from plasma, watts/cm3 
Reactance of co i l ,  ohms 
Reactance of resonator,  ohms 
Complex impedance of co i l ,  ohms 
Complex impedance  of resonator,  ohms 
Parti t ion function, dimensionless 
Dimensionless c o i l  impedance, zc = Zc/wLo 
Dimensionless resonator impedance, zR = %/wLo 
Radiation flux a t  surface of discharge, watts/cm 
Resonator  frequency  parameter, 7 = (G) , dimensionless 
Spacing between c o i l  and discharge A = rc-rg,  em 
Skin depth, em 
2 
0 2  
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L I S T  OF SYMBOLS (Continued) 
'7C 
T R  
K 
KO 
x 
Radiation  efficiency, W m p D ,  dimensionless 
Coupling  parameter, K = f i  -- 8, dimensionless 
Value of K fo r  maximum  coupling 
- 
I d  
Thermal  conductivity,  watts/cm-deg K; or wavelength  of  light  (used  in 
Appendix I), cm 
Permeability  of free space, 477 x 10-9, henry/cm 
Dimensionless  coupling  coefficient  between  reactive  and  discharge  powers, 
5 = VD/WR 
Dimensionless  coil  resistance, pc = Rc/ wLo 
Dimensionless  resonator  resistance,pR = R ~ /  WL, 
Electrical  conductivity,  ohms/cm 
Magnetic  field flux .linked by coil,  weber 
Phase  angle of circumferential  electric  field,  rad 
Phase  angle of axial  magnetic  field,  rad 
Dimensionless  coil  reactance, X = Xc/ wLo 
Dimensionless  resonator  reactance,% 
Frequency,  radians/sec 
R = %/ wLo 
Frequency  shift  from  unloaded  resonance, &,=w-Wo,rad/sec 
Bandwidth  of  unloaded  resonator, A%= Ro/Lo,  rad/sec 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued) 
Subscripts 
c Value a t  c o i l  
P Peak  value of time- *varying quant i ty  
II I I 
6 Value a t  edge of plasma, r = r 
CL Value a t   c e n t e r  of plasma, r = 0 
6 
Match Value of quant i ty  when, X, = 0 
Other Notation 
I I  Absolute  magnitude of a complex or vector   quant i ty  
- Bar  over a quant i ty   indicates  a time-average  quantity 
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APPENDIX I 
RADIATION FROM AN ARGON PLASMII 
Radiation from an argon plasma i s  due t o   b o t h   l i n e   r a d i a t i o n  and continuum (or 
background) radiation. The l i n e  r a d i a t i o n  i s  due t o  bound-bound t rans i t ions  of  the  
electrons,  while continuum rad ia t ion  i s  a combination of free-bound and free-free 
t r a n s i t i o n s .  Line r ad ia t ion  i s  dominant when plasma temperatures are l e s s  t h a n  
approximately 10,000 deg K while continuum rad ia t ion  becomes dominant a t  higher 
temperatures. 
For an argon plasma which i s  opt ica l ly  t ransparent  and i n   l o c a l  thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the radiation from a l i n e  i s  given by the well-known equation 
J 
n i s  the  number 
unionized argon 
less  than about  
neglected; thus 
e lec t rons .  The 
electrons with 
J 
t 
i s  t h e  r a d i a t i o n  i n  a l l  d i r ec t ions  and has the units of w/cm3 and 
of atoms per  un i t  volume that can  con t r ibu te  to  the  r ad ia t ion .  For 
n i s  the  number of neu t r a l  atoms ( i . e .  , A r  I) .  For temperatures 
18,000 deg K, the  number of doubly ionized argon atoms can be 
for singly ionized argon, n i s  assumed e q u a l  t o  t h e  number of 
va r i a t ion  of the  number densi ty  of both neutral  argon atoms and 
emperature was calculated 'using a computer program p a t t e r n e d   a f t e r  
t h a t  of Ref. 17. The r e s u l t s  of 
pressures  of 1.0 and 10 atm. 
The pa r t i t i on  func t ion ,  ZoJ 
e q u a l  t o  5.6 for A r  I1 r ad ia t ion  
c a l c u l a t e d  i n  Ref. 15. 
these  ca lcu la t ions  a re  presented  in  F ig .  4 f o r  
i s  assumed e q u a l   t o  1.0 f o r  A r  I rad ia t ion  and 
These values are within a few percent of those 
- 
W V  
RAQLINE 
was ca lcu la ted  (us ing  Eq. (1-1)) for each of 48 l i n e s  of A r  I and 
23 l i n e s  of Ar 11; these values were then  summed t o  o b t a i n  t h e  t o t a l  r a d i a t i o n  due 
t o   l i n e s ,  C'vVADLlNE The gA values  used were t h o s e   l i s t e d   i n  Ref. 24. The 
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where P and Q a r e   t h e  flux i n t e g r a l  r e l a t i o n s  f o r  the discharge region given in  
Ref. 4. Writ ing the inner  bracket  of t h i s  las t  equation as a r ea l  pa r t  p lus  an  
imaginary  part  and l e t t i n g  I D @ e  [ 1 , t h e  power equation 
i s  obtained.  This  reduces t o  
(11-4) 
‘c 
The cos2 Ut term has a time average of 1/2 and i s  the discharge power of Eq. (16). 
SIN w t COS U t  has a zero time average  and i s  the  r eac t ive  power. By taking an 
absolute value,  an average react ive power l eve l ,  WRJ can be defined. This introduces 
a f a c t o r  of 1/2 and l e a d s  t o  Eq. (17). 
According t o  t h e  f i e l d  p o i n t  of view, R e f .  27, 
By direct  integrat ion,  using relat ions in  Ref .  22, it can be shoim t h a t  t h i s  approach 
g ives  resu l t s  for qD and fR i den t i ca l  t o  those  above ,  Simpson (Ref. 4) usesJ  / c r t o  
evaluate vD, but v~ was n’ot obtained. Equating q,, and w from the  f i e ld  approach  to  wD 
and wR from the applied current approach, one obtains two averaging  re la t ions  for  B,: 
- 2  
R 
rc l&J2 r d r   = g , ( B o ~ r c i i , r d r }  
(11-6) 
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APPENDIX I11 
DISCHARGE  SURFACE  RADIATION FLUX RELATIONS FOR 
CONSTANT SPACING B m E N  C O I L  AND DISCHARGE 
A s  one considers a t radeoff  between ED and w maintaining ps cons tan t  as  r6/rC 
i s  varied,  it is  instruct ive to  maintain constant  spacing,  A ,  between t h e  c o i l  and 
the discharge.  The value of th i s  spac ing  might correspond, for  example, t o  a dis tance 
requi red  to  absorb  the  rad ia t ion  p s  i n  some l ight  absorbing medium.  The constant E, 
and 3, r e l a t ions  for p s ,  Eqs. (21) and ( 2 2 ) ,  become upon subs t i t u t ing  for rc t h e  
r e l a t i o n  rc = rg  + A 
R J  
P, = 
These equations are sketched qualitatively below. 
"- 
I 0.125 0.5 1 .o 
Discharge -to- coil  radius ratio,  r6/rC 
(111-1) 
(111-2) 
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The WR curves  given  by Eq. (111-2) have maximum ps values  for  r /r = 0.5. The 
wR and w curves approach zero as r6/rC approaches unity since rc approacfies i n f i n i t y .  
The exact  curves ,  with the exact  re la t ion for  optimum coupl ing val id  for  3?6/rC > 0.5, 
w i l l  peak j u s t  above r6/r of 0.5. 
6 
D 
C 
Two c o i l  and discharge geometries are shown i n @  and@)below. These correspond 
t o   t h e   o p e r a t i n g   p o i n t s m a n d a   i n   t h e  above sketch. 
I n   t h i s  comparison,  and A@ = A @ . Thus (rC)@ / (rc)@ = 1.75 and, 
from Eqs. (111-1) and (111-2), / (kR)@ = 0.44 and (kg) /(go)@ = 7.0, 
@ 
respectively.  This shows t h a t  some saving in  v can be achieved by using a l a rge  r /r 
t o  o b t a i n  a specif ied 0,; however, a very l a rge  inc rease  in  v~ i s  required.  It 
would not be worthwhile t o  increase r6/rc above 0.5. 
R 6 c  
Final ly ,  s ince rc = n A/(l - (r6/rc)) ’ note  tha t  spec i f ica t ion  of os and r6/rc therefore  
spec i f i e s  WR, WD, and rc. 
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APPENDIX Iv 
DERrVATION OF COIL ANTI RESONATOR  IMPEDANCES 
Deviation  of  the  dimensionless  coil  impedance  relation zc n Eq. (24) requires 
evaluation of the  coil  voltage  relation 
Vc = complex mag { NJ1, [- 2%a t  + IC.]} (IV-1) 
a % 
This  can  be  done  using Eq. (11-2) for dt with B o  =p9NIc. Current I then  cancels 
out in the impedance  definition, Eq. (23) , and by definlng Lo = p  2 rrrc 2 J , ,  the 
desired  dimensionless form can be obtained. 
Derivation  of  Resonator  Impedance, zR 
According to the parallel  rule  for  addition of impedances,  the  resonator  model 
(Fig. 18) has an impedance  given by 
or  
which  reduces to 
Now Zc can be written as 
(IV-2) 
zc = W L &  (tv-4) 
4 1  
Introducing Eq. (IV-4) i n t o  Eq. ( I V - 3 ) ,  d ividing by wLo and def ining a dimensionless 
resonator impedance 
y i e lds  the  r e l a t ion  
( IV-6) 
Here, Y = w2LoC, introduces a parameter characterizing the operation of the resonator .  
A value y = 1.0 corresponds t o  t h e  unloaded resonant frequency of the resonator, 
wo = - I ; hence, y = ( T ) ~ .  w q
Equation ( IV-6) can be wr i t t en  a s  t he  sum of r e a l  and imaginary par ts .  Since 
zC = pc + i X,, then 
Expanding the  denominator and taking i t s  complex conjugate gives 
which reduces to  the  des i red  form,  Eqs. (29) and ( 3 0 ) :  
z = [  ( I - Y x , ) 2  + Y 2 P t  1.f  (l-YY,)2+ Y e $  1 x , (  I - Y & I  -Ypc2 
( IV-8) 
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APPENDIX v 
CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR  QUANTITIES PRESENTED I N  TABLE I1 
Values i n  Table I1 have been obtained using relations given in the report .  The 
re la t ions  used  a re  ident i f ied  and the procedure employed are discussed i n   t h i s  Appendix. 
The c i r cu i t  pa rame te r s  l i s t ed  in  Tab le  I1 correspond t o  one of t h e  two c o i l -  
capacitor assemblies of the resonator employed i n  t h e  experiments of R e f .  2.  Unloaded 
coil  inductance,  Lo, has been calculated from the relation 
Resonator capacitance i s  a given quantity and unloaded resonator frequency, fo: i s  
The unloaded resonator "Q" . factor  represents  a t yp ica l  "Q" f ac to r  fo r  t he  r e sona to r  
of Ref. 2. Unloaded co i l  r e s i s t ance  (wind:ing res i s tance)  Ro i s  then 
Unloaded resonator bandwidth, A f o J  is given by the relat ion that  
6 
' 0  A f o  - 
"Qll 
Hence 
The discharge conductivity shown i n  Table I1 i s  the design value of R e f .  2 and 
skin depth is  given by the relat ion shown i n  Table 11. 
The basic input parameter held constant f o r  the  ca lcu la t ion  is  co i l  r eac t ive  
power, qR. For the  resonator  of Ref. 2 co i l  r eac t ive  power  would be maintained con- 
s t a n t  by maintaining constant resonator voltage, VR, i .e . ,  constant  capaci tor  react ive 
power. It  i s  assumed t h a t  t h e  match condition of zero resonator reactance would be 
mintained by adjustment of frequency. 
Tie parameter varied in Table 11 is discharge radius,  '6' or  equiva len t ly  the  
r a t i o  of d i scha rge  r ad ius  to  co i l  r ad ius ,  r6/rc. The unloaded resonator i s  specif ied 
a s  ' 6  = 0. The t h r e e  f i n i t e  d i s c h a r g e  s i z e s  shown represent  (1) a typ ica l  small 
I 
discharge, r /rc = 0.125, (2)  a  discharge  giving the value  of K for maximum Q, 
K = 2.50 (no$, that  this  is  not  maximum c for r /re = 0.125 (Fig. 14) ) and ( 3) a 
typical  large  discharge,  r6/rc = 0.50. 
6 
The coefficient c is obtained  from  Fig. 14, or from Eq. (20) using  values of P 
and Q for  the  appropriate  values of K from  Fig. 13. Discharge  power is then  simply - 
WD = 
Dimensionless  coil  reactance, Xc and  resistance, PC, are obtained from Fig. 17 
or Eqs. (25) and (26). Actual  coil  reactance X, and  resistance Re are obtained from 
where w z w o  is  sufficiently  accurate  here. 
Frequency  shift, f-fo, necessary to establish the resonator  matching  condition, 
XR = 0, can be obtained by setting the numerator  of  Eq. (30) equal to zero,  i.e. , 
or, at match, 
Since 
y =  w 2 L0C (%)z:(f-)L= - I + ”  2P - f 0 >  
fO 
or 
(f - fo)= 2 (Y -0 
- A f  is then determined  using  the  given  value  of A f o. 
f O  
The  ratio -- -Aw 
Awo A f o  
(v-9) 
(v-10) 
Resonator  resistance  is  determined from Eq. (29) .  By direct  substitution of the 
( y )match  relation  into  Eq. (29) , it  follows  that ( P R  )match =($+pf)/fc . Note  that 
due to the  coil  winding  resistance, R, unloaded  resonator  reactance  is  not  quite  zero 
when w wo - , but is very small relative to RR. I 
&-c 
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Peak c o i l   c u r r e n t  i s  determined from t h e   r e a c t i v e  power r e l a t i o n  
Hence 
- I 2 w, =T X C T C  
IC = (2%)"' - 
Coil peak voltage, Vc, i s  determined by the relation 
where /Zc I  = ( R  + Xc 2)1/2 i s  t h e  magnitude of c o i l  impedance. 2 
C 
Power s to red  in  the  capac i to r  i s  then 
wcnp= + w c vc 2 
(v-11) 
(v-12) 
(V-13)  
(I") 
Now f o r  matched conditions,  it was seen  that  Ymatch = LoC = 
t o   t h e   r l a t i o n  (WC),,tch - XC or 
But 2 ( x,' + R c 2 )  vc2 
2 - t h i s  l e a d s  
x: + RC 2 J  
(v-15) 
- I X C  
2 
V C  = I, 
(v-16) 
2 
2 2 
Hence R C  f X C  
- 
Wcnp - * xc IC2 WR I " (V-17) 
Thus, a t  match, t he  r eac t ive  power s tored by the capaci tor  is t h e  same a s  t h a t  s t o r e d  
by t'ne c o i l .  Thus icAp = 35 x lo6 here and is  a l s o  shown separately in  Table  11. 
Note a l s o   t h a t  WCLD can be given by 
- - - 
v \I -I,\ wc, - 2 c c (v-18) 
I 
where I I -I 1 is  the peak value of current through the capacitor.  
C R  
Power d iss ipa ted  i n  the coi l  windings,  WcoIL, i s  given by 
- 
45 
where Ro is  the winding resistance of t h e  c o i l .  A coupling efficiency can be defined 
a s  - 
W D  
'7c = iVCOlL+WD (v-20) 
Since resonator reactance i s  zero,  resonator current,  IR3 is i n  phase with VR 
( a l s o  v,) and t o t a l  power, W,, + WcoIL, i s  
Hence, 
Magnetic pressure,  pM3  was determined from Fig. 
(v-22) 
24 and Eq. (40). 
(v-21) 
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APPENDIX VI 
DERIVATION OF MAGNElllIC PRESSURE GRADIENT 
Axial B and azimuthal j combine t o  produce a radial magnetic pressure gradient 
given here by 
(VI -1) 
where the  pos i t i ve  d i r ec t ion  in  F ig .  1 i s  r a d i a l l y  outwards by the right-hand rule.  
Introducing complex sinusoidal notation fo r  j and B, 
(VI-2) 
Taking the time average of t h i s  las t  expression yields the desired magnetic pressure 
gradient  re la t ion given in  dimensionless  form as Eq. (31) .  It fo l lows  from t h e  r e l a t i o n  
f o r  B, Eq. (11-l), -that 
and 
- tan-1 
be; K _  
ber K - 
Finally,since j = -  - e )(:?) r6 ' 
I /2 
K [ ber" ( K  t) + bei" (K k)] '% 
'0 'r.0'6 (be? K + bei' K )  l /2 
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(VI-4) 
and 
+E = T + +an-'( 'F ) - tan-' ( bei K ) beilK 
ber K - ber K 
r6 
(VI-6) 
These last  relat ions have been evaluated and the r e s u l t s  are shown i n  Figs. 6 and 23. 
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TABLE I 
REIATION  OF FREQUENCY PARAMETER TO 
F'REQUENCY SHIFT FROM UNLOADED RESONANCE 
AND THE UNLOADED RESONATOR BCWDWIMlH 
Y = ( w / ~ ~ ) ~  M [ 1 + 2Aw/ulo] = [ 1 t- 2 (Ro/hLo) Aw/Aw, 3 
A W = W -  wo, f = w 0 / 2 T  = 5.0 mHz, A f ,  = Aw0/2T= 0.01 mHz, A f o / f o  = Ro/ L = 0.002 
0 0 
Frequency Bandwidth 
Parameter, y Ratio, AW/AW 
0 
0.0 
1.0004 
1.0020 
0.1 
0.5 
I 1.0100 I 2.5 
1.0400 
1.1000 
10 .o 
25.0 
Frequency Sh i f t  From 
Resonance, A f = n w / m ,  H: 
0 
1,000 
25,000 
100,000 
250,000 
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TABU I1 
PARAMETERS FOR RESONATOR OF REF. 2 
(See Appendix V for Calculation Procedure) 
PLASMA LOAD 
SKETCH OF RESONATOR 
Circuit  Parameters 
Coil  radius,  rc = 4 cm 
Coil  length,  1, = 3.2 cm 
Discharge length, $ =  3.2 cm 
Coil  turns/ length,  N = l/Jc = 0.31 turns/cm 
Unloaded coil  inductance , Lo = poN2m?c2LC = 0.20 x 10-6 henry 
Resonator capacitance, C = 4.5 x 10-9 farad 
Unloaded resonator resonant frequency, f o  = w0/2-rr = 5.3 x lo6 Hz 
Unloaded c o i l  impedance, w 0 ~ ,  = 6.70 ohm 
Unloaded resonator "Q" f ac to r ,  "Q" = woLo/R0 = 500 
Unloaded co i l  res i s tance  (winding  res i s tance)  , R~ = 0.013 ohm 
Unloaded resonator bandwidth, O f o  = 10,600 Hz 
Discharge Properties 
Elec t r ica l  conduct iv i ty ,  c = 2500 mhos/m 
Electr ical   skin  depth,  8 
%sic Inwt Parameter  
Coi l  reac t ive  power, WR = 35 x 10 w 
- 6 
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TABLE I1 (Continued) 
"" 2.~"" . .~ ~ . ~ .~ 
. . . " . - .. . 
Parameter 
". 
~ 
~ ~~ . " ". 
Discharge  Rsaius,  r6 - cm 
Ratio  of  discharge  radius to coil  redius,  r6/rc 
coupling partmeter, K = 2'6 
Coupling  coefficient, 
Discharge  power, iD - W 
Dimensionless  coil  reactance, 1: 
Coil  reactance, X - ohms 
Dimensionless  coil  resistance, p 
Coil  resistance, Rc - ohms 
Value of frequency  parameter, Y ,  for mtching 
Frequency  shift  for  matching, f-fo - Hz 
Ratio  of  frequency  shift  for mtching to 
unloaded  bandwidth, ( f-fo)/Afo = Aw/Aw0 
Dimensionless  resonator  reactance, zR 
Resonator  reactancp, 5 - ohms 
Dimensionless  resonator  resistance, PR 
Resonator  resistance, RR - ohms 
Peak  coil  current,  IC - amps 
Peak  coil  voltage,  Vc - volts 
Reactive power on capacitor, - w 
Power  dissipated in coil  vlndlngs,  COIL - w 
Overall  coupling  efficiency, 7 = fi/(WcoIL + 'jD) 
Resonator  current, 5 - amps 
Magnetic  pressure,  py - atm 
. n B  
C 
. " 
Unloaded 
Resonator 
~~~ . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 .oo 
6.70 
0.002 
0.013' 
1.ooO 
0 
0 
-1.00 
-6.70 
500 
3340 
3240 
21.7 x 103 
35 x 106 
70.0 x 103 
0 
6.5 
0 
Loaded  Resonator 
0-5 
0.125 
1.60 
0.0044 
1.154 x 10' 
0-998 
6.68 
0.006 
0.043 
1.001 
2.6 x 103 
0.25 
0 
0 
166 
1110 
3243 
S.7 x 103 
,5 x 106 
'0.2 x 103 
0.69 
20.7 
0.005 
0.78 
0.195 
2.50 
0.0142 
0.497 x 10 6 
0.9% 
6.60 
0.016 
0.170 
1.015 
39.8 x 103 
3.75 
0 
0 
61 
410 
3260 
21.5 x 103 
35 x 106 
71.3 x 103 
0.88 
52.4 
0.018 
P 
2.0 
0.m 
6.40 
0.060 
2.10 x 106 
0.807 
5.40 
0.052 
0.348 
1.232 
615.0 x lo3 
58.0 
0 
0 
12.5 
84 
3600 
19.5 x 103 
35 x 106 
87.0 x 103 
0.96 
225.0 
0.039 
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FIG. 11 
SKETCH OF ONE-DIMENSiONAL MODEL USED IN COMBINED ELECTROMAGNETIC 
AND THERMAL ANALYSIS OF R-F DISCHARGES 
SHADED AREA DENOTES PLASMA REGION 
52 
VECTOR 
(DIRECTION IS NORMAL TO 
AND OUT OF PLANE OF FIGURE) 
POWER CONDUCTED 
OUT OF PLASMA 
ASSUMED TO BE 
DEPOSITED IN SINK 
LOCATED AT '6 
COIL 
I 
~ 
VARIATION OF ARGON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY WITH TEMPERATURE 
PRESSURE = 1 ATM 
SYMBOL SOURCE TYPE OF OR LINE INVESTIGATION 
0 REF. 9 EXPERIMENTAL 
e:,. REF. 10 EXPERIMENTAL 
----
REF. 11 THEORETICAL 
---- REF. 12 THEORETICAL 
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FIG. 2 
FIG. 3 
VARIATION OF ARGON ELECTRICAL  CONDUCTIVITY  WITH TEMPERATURE 
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FIG. 4 
,EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ARGON COMPOSITION 
CALCULATED USING MODIFIED  METHOD  OF  REF. 17 
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VARIATION OF POWER RADIATED WITH TEMPERATURE FOR ARGON 
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FIG.5 
TYPICAL COMPARISONS OF RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF AXIAL MAGNETIC 
FIELD CALCULATED USING EXACT AND NUMERICAL METHODS 
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FIG.6 
TYPICAL  THEORETICAL  RADIAL  VARIATIONS OF TEMPERATURE,  HEAT FLUX, AND ELECTRIC 
AND MAGNETIC FIELDS IN AN INDUCTION HEATED PLASMA WITH AND WITHOUT RADIATION TERMS 
FREQUENCY = 10 MHZ ARGON PRESSURE = 1.0 ATM 
BOUNDARY  CONDITIONS: T C L  = 10,000 K H Z t L  = 5 AMP TURNS/CM 
- WITH RADIATION: - W R A D  = 1140 W/CM F, /l = 3270 W/CM 
_ _  _ _  WITHOUT  RADIATION: w R A o = O  ND/P = 153 W/CM 
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FIG. 8 
EFFECTS  OF  PLASMA  RADIUS  AND  AXIAL  MAGNETIC  FIELD ON POWER  CONDUCTED 
AND RADIATED  FROM ARGON PLASMA  T  1.0-ATM  PRESSURE 
FREQUENCY = lo7 HZ - CURVES O F  CONSTANT r6 
- - CURVES O F  CONSTANT  TCL 
- CURVES OF CONSTANT W,, 
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FIG. 9 
EFFECTS OF PLASMA  RADlUS  AND AXIAL MAGNETIC FIELD ON  POWER 
CONDUCTED AND RADIATED FROM ARGON  PLASMA AT 10-ATM  PRESSURE 
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FIG. 10 
EFFECT OF  PLASMA RADIUS AND AXIAL  MAGNETIC .FIELD ON TOTAL POWER 
DEPOSITED 'IN PLASMA,  RADIATION EFFICIENCY, .AND EQUIVALENT  COUPLING 
PARAMETER  FOR  .ARGON  PLASMA  T  1.0-ATM  PRESSURE 
FREQUENCY = 10' MHZ 
IN CROSS-HATCHED AREA NO EQUIVALENT COUPLING PARAMETER CAN BE DEFINED - CURVES OF CONSTANT r 6  - - - CURVES OF CONSTANT 77 
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:FIG. 11 
EFFECTS OF  PLASMA  RADIUS AND AXIAL  MAGNETIC FIELD ON TOTAL 
POWER  DEPOSITED  IN  PLASMA,  RADIATION  EFFICIENCY,  ANDiEQUlVALENT 
COUPLING  PARAMETER  FOR AN ARGON PLASMA AT. 10-ATM  PRESSURE 
FREQUENCY = 10 H Z  
7 
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FIG:12 
VARIATION OF PLASMA  SKIN  DEPTH  WITH  ELECTRICAL  CONDUCTIVITY 
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EFFECT OF  COUPLING  PARAMETER ON DIMENSIONLESS MAGNETIC FIELD FLUX  INTEGRAL 
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FIG. 14 
EFFECT OF DISCHARGE  SIZE  AND  COUPLING  PARAMETER ON THE  RATIO 
OF T0,TAL DISCHARGE  POWER.  TO  REACTIVE  POWER 
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FIG. 15 
VARIATION OF MAXIMUM W i f l ~  AND  CORRESPONDING 
COUPLING  PARAMETER  WITH  DISCHARGE  SIZE 
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FIG. 16 
EFFECT  OF DISCHARGE SIZE ON DISCHARGE SURFACE RADIATION  FLUX 
FOR VARIOUS DISCHARGE AND REACTIVE POWER LEVELS 
CROSS-HATCHED REGION DENOTES A TYPICAL SYSTEM ENVELOPE OF OPERATION 
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FIG. 17 
EFFECT OF DISCHARGE SIZE  AN6  COUPLING  PARAMETER ON COIL IMPEDANCE 
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FIG. 18 
I 
CIRCUIT  MODEL  FOR  ESONATOR 
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FIG. 19 
TYPICAL MISMATCH CONDITION CAUSED BY DISCHARGE ,WHEN RESONATOR . FREQUENCY 
IS MAINTA~NED AT  UNLOADED RESONANCE VALUE 
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FIG. 20 
TYPICAL RESONATOR MATCHING  CONDITIONS WITH DISCHARGE PRESENT 
OBTAINED  BY  FREQUENCY  SHIFT FROM  UNLOADED RESONANCE' 
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FIG. 21 
EFFECT OF FREQUENCY SHIFT FROM THAT OF UNLOADED RESONANCE ON 
DISCHARGE  SIZE AND RESONATOR  ESISTANCE  FOR  THE  MATCH  CONDITION 
THAT! RESONATOR  .REACTANCE BE ZERO 
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FIG. 22 
'TYPICAL  RADIAL  VARIATIONS OF INDUCED  CURRENT AND 
FIELD PHASE ANGLES IN AN INDUCTION.  HEATED PLASMA 
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EFFECT OF COUPLING-PARAMETER. ON MAGNETIC  PRESSURE  GRADIENT - - FIG. 23 
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FIG. 24 
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